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Abstract
The work presented in this thesis is related to electron acceleration and harmonic generation during intense laser plasma interaction. The development of intense short pulse laser has allowed exploration of new regimes of laser and plasma interaction. High-energy electrons and short wavelength coherent radiation find applications in the fast ignitor fusion scheme, high-energy electron injectors, medical science, materials research, soft and hard x-ray sources, generation of fast ions, microscopy, holography, interferometry, ultrafast probing of atomic structure etc. Following are the abstracts of the problems included in this thesis: 1. Electron Acceleration by a Plasma Wave in a Sheared Magnetic Field Using a relativistic two-dimensional single particle code, the acceleration of electrons by a plasma wave, in the presence of a sheared magnetic field (a slab model for the azimuthal magnetic field) is studied. The plasma wave propagates along z-axis while its amplitude profile in the transverse x-direction is Gaussian, ? .. = E 0 0 , . The magnetic field is taken as . The electrons that originate off axis with finite velocity execute oscillatory trajectory in the x-z plane. As they pass through the axial region, the plasma wave accelerates them. The electron that originate at and 2 0 = x = z (normalized by k) with normalized velocities 1 . 0 0 = x v and 9 . 0 0 = z v , attains maximum energy MeV for 35 max . E 02 . 1 / = ? kc , dimensionless plasma wave amplitude 6 . 0 / 0 . = c m eA a p ? and 6 . 0 / 0 0 0 . = b c m eBs ? . 5 2. Laser Induced Electron Acceleration in a Tapered Magnetic Wiggler The acceleration of electrons by a laser pulse, in the presence of a magnetic wiggler, in vacuum and plasma is studied. The vector potentials of the laser pulse and magnetic wiggler are taken as [ ] 2 2 0 / ) / ) ( ( exp ) sin( ? L g L L v z z t kz t A x ? ? . . . . . = A and )] 1 /( sin[ ? 0 z z k A x w w w ? + = A respectively, where ? is the tapering parameter. For a specific value of , Inverse Free Electron Laser (IFEL) resonance condition is satisfied and energy gained by the electron increases. Resonance condition is sensitive to electron energy and electron density of the medium. It can be maintained for longer duration for a suitably tapered wiggler period and electron can gain much higher energy. Wiggler period increases with initial electron energy and with the decrease in plasma density. Energy gained by the electron decreases with plasma density. w k k / 3. Electron Acceleration by a Self-diverging Intense Laser Pulse Electron acceleration by a laser pulse having Gaussian radial and temporal profile of intensity has been studied. The interaction region is vacuum followed by a gas. The starting point of the gas region has been chosen around the point at which peak of the pulse interacts with the electron. Tunnel ionization of the gas causes defocusing of the laser pulse and the electron experiences the action of ponderomotive deceleration at the trailing part of the pulse with lower intensity rather than acceleration at the rising part of the laser pulse with high intensity and thus gains net energy. Rate of tunnel ionization increases with the increase in laser intensity and initial density of neutral gas atoms, and with the decreases in laser spot size which causes more defocusing of the laser pulse. The required initial density of neutral gas atoms decreases with the increase in laser intensity and also with the decrease in laser spot size. 6 4. Third-Harmonic Generation of a Laser from Dense Plasmas A high-power laser obliquely incident on plasma produces third-harmonic radiation in the reflected component. The efficiency of third-harmonic generation is a maximum at an optimum value of the angle of incidence m ? , which depends on the electron density. For under-dense plasma m ? decreases as the density of the plasma increases. However, for over-dense plasma maximum efficiency is obtained at normal incidence. The reflected power shows a maximum around ? ? 2 = p due to the large enhancement in density oscillations at the second harmonic that couple with the oscillatory velocity at the pump frequency to produce third harmonic. The intensity of third-harmonic is proportional to cube of the laser intensity in non-relativistic regime. 5. Relativistic Harmonic Generation of a Laser from Underdense Plasma A high power laser obliquely incident on a vacuum-plasma interface produces second and third-harmonic radiation in the reflected component. The efficiency of harmonic generation increases with the angle of incidence upto critical angle of incidence for both the harmonics. Efficiency also depends on electron density, showing maximum at for second-harmonic and at for third-harmonic. The efficiency of harmonic generation increases sharply with laser intensity in the nonrelativistic regime and saturates at higher intensities. The intensity of second and thirdharmonic is proportional to square and cube of laser intensity respectively in the nonrelativistic regime and proportional to laser intensity in the relativistic regime. 7 . 0 / 2 2 . ? ?p 01 . 0 / 2 2 . ? ?p 7 6. Relativistic Laser Harmonic Generation from Plasmas with Density Ripple A high intensity laser obliquely incident on an underdense plasma with density ripple produces resonant second and third-harmonic radiation in the reflected component. The highest efficiency of harmonic generation occurs when the pump laser is incident at critical angle and the angle between ripple wave vector q and the surface normal has a specific value m ? ?= , at which phase matching condition is satisfied. As the electron density varies from low densities to critical density, value of m ? varies from 90o to 45o for second- harmonic and from 110o to 60o for third-harmonic. The efficiency of phasematched harmonic generation is an order of magnitude higher than the efficiency without phase-matching. The intensity of second and third-harmonic is proportional to square and cube of laser intensity respectively, when 1 0 << a and proportional to laser intensity when , where is the normalized electric field parameter of the pump wave. 1 0 >> a 0 a 
  	 


